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Abstract. The rapid growth of electronic commerce and Internet-based applications
demands strong privacy protection and robust system security, which are essential requirements for an authentication scheme or access control mechanism. The issue of
remote user authentication has received much attention recently. Password authentication is one of the most convenient authentication mechanisms. Most of the presented
remote user authentication schemes utilize time stamping in the authentication process,
which requires accurate time synchronization. Because it would be very beneficial to
overcome the insuﬃciencies of such schemes regarding the need for accurate time synchronization, in this paper, we present a new algorithm that uses two diﬀerent types of
hash functions, which come with a nested hashing chain and utilize the discreet logarithm
problem in message exchange. We first review the existing solutions and emphasize on
their shortcomings and drawbacks. We then propose a secure and reliable remote user
authentication scheme without the need of time stamping which covers the vulnerabilities
of existing solution. A detailed security analysis was also performed that covered types
of attacks that could influence our scheme. The proposed scheme establishes a common
session key that provides message confidentiality.
Keywords: Dynamic password, Nested hashing, Remote authentication, Smart card

1. Introduction. Since Lamport [1] proposed the first password-based remote authentication scheme to identify a legal user within an insecure communication environment,
a series of relevant studies and authentication mechanisms has been investigated. However, most of the previously published schemes cannot achieve computation eﬃciency
and system security in parallel. In password-based authentication schemes with smart
cards, remote users are authenticated using their smart card as an identification token;
the smart card takes an input password from a user, calculates unique parameters from
the user-given password, creates a login message using these parameters, and then sends
a login message to the server, which then checks the validity of the login request before
allowing access to any services or resources. In this way, the administrative overhead of
the server is greatly reduced and a remote user is only required to remember his password
to log on. In addition to just creating and sending login messages, smart cards support
mutual authentication, where a challenge-response communication between the card and
server takes place so that each can verify the other’s identity. Mutual authentication is
a vital necessity in most real-world applications, where one’s private information should
not be released to anyone until mutual confidence is established. Thus, at this stage, we
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are concerned with mutual authentication and secure session generation. From a security
point of view, it is better to consider these topics in cooperation rather than disjointedly.
A protocol providing authentication without key exchange is susceptible to an enemy
who waits until the authentication is complete and then takes over one end of the communication line. Such an attack is not precluded by a key exchange that is independent
of authentication. Key exchange should be linked to mutual authentication so that a
party has assurances that an exchanged key (which might be used to facilitate privacy
or integrity and thus keep authenticity alive) is in fact shared with the authenticated
party, and not an impostor. For these reasons, it is essential to keep key exchange mutual
authentication in mind in the design and analysis of authentication protocols.
In this paper, we propose a remote user authentication scheme without time-stamping.
The proposed scheme uses dynamic password authentication that is valid only one time to
provide improved protection. Our scheme provides a practical remote user authentication
scheme while retaining all advantages of robust remote user authentication scheme without
the need of time synchronization. Our scheme is featured as following: (1) It achieves
mutual authentication and session key generation; (2) It prevents from the security attacks
due to the disclosure of the secrets stored in the storage device; (3) No verification tables
are required; (4) No time stamping is required and consequentially no time synchronization
is required; (5) The public key of each communication party is authenticated without the
need of key certificate; (6) The private key of each party cannot be disclosed by any other
third party.

1.1. Related work. In 1981, Lamport [1] proposed the first well-known remote password
authentication scheme using smart cards. In Lamport’s scheme, the Authentication Server
(AS) stores a password table at the server to check the validity of the login request made
by the user. However, a high hash overhead and the need to reset passwords decrease
the suitability and practical ability of Lamport’s scheme. In addition, Lamport’s scheme
is vulnerable to a small n attack [2]. Since then, many similar schemes [3,4] have been
proposed. These all have a common feature: a verification password table should be
securely stored in the AS. Actually, this property is a disadvantage from the security
judgment. The AS will be partially or totally broken if an adversary steals, removes, or
modifies the password table. Hwang and Li [5] pointed out that Lamport’s scheme secures
from the risk of a modified password table and the cost of protecting and maintaining the
password table. Further, they proposed a new remote user authentication scheme using
smart cards. Hwang and Li’s [5] scheme does not maintain the password table at the server
to check the validity of the login request. In addition, it can resist a message-replaying
attack [6]. In the year 2000, Chan and Cheng [7] presented the security flaws of HwangLi’s scheme [5]. Afterwards Shen, Lin and Hwang [8] discussed a diﬀerent type of attack
on Hwang-Li’s scheme and also oﬀered an enhanced scheme to solve the security problem
of Hwang-Li’s scheme. Also, Chang and Hwang [9] clarified the practical problems of
Chan-Cheng’s attack [7] on Hwang-Li’s scheme and Leung, Cheng, Fong, and Chen [10]
mentioned that Shen, Lin and Hwang’s scheme [8] is still vulnerable to the attack proposed
by Chan and Cheng [7]. Awasthi and Lal [11] also mentioned a diﬀerent type of attack
on Hwang-Li’s scheme and introduced a remote user authentication scheme. Awasthi and
Lal [11] stated that their scheme provides forward secrecy to the AS. In the year 2004,
Kumar [12] analyzed the practical drawbacks of Awasthi and Lal’s scheme [11]. In the
same year, Lee et al. [13] raised a question about the correctness of Awasthi and Lal’s
scheme [11]. Lee et al. [13] also proved that Awasthi and Lal’s scheme [11] is inaccurate
and does not grant forward secrecy for the secret key of the authentication server, AS.
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In 2004, Kumar [14] presented a new scheme to solve the security problems of HwangLi’s scheme [5]. Kumar’s scheme [14] removes the security vulnerabilities of Hwang-Li’s
scheme [5], but does not provide a complete solution to solve all of the possible problems
and withstand all possible attacks.
1.2. Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
the notations. Section 3 reviews the other schemes. Section 4 shows some security flaws
in previous schemes. Section 5 presents the proposed scheme. Section 6 illustrates the
practical implementation of the proposed scheme. The security of the proposed scheme
is analyzed in Section 7. Section 8 discusses the proposed scheme’s performance analysis
and comparison. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 9.
2. Notations. The notations used throughout this paper are illustrated in the following
table:
Notation
IDi
P Wi
SMi
T
∆T
AS
p
q
G
g
h (·)
hA (·)
hB (·)
sint
st
OT Pt
(xt , yt )
hyBt (hxAt (st ))
||

Description
Denotes an identity of a remote user Ui
Denotes the corresponding password for a certain registered identity IDi
Denotes the corresponding smart card of user Ui
Current time stamp
Valid time interval
Denotes the authentication server
Large prime (usually at least 1024 bits)
Prime (typically of 160 bits) with q| (p − 1)
G is a subgroup of Z∗p and is often a subgroup of order q
Generator of G
Denotes a cryptographic one way hash function
Represents the first hash function
Represents the second hash function
The OTP initial seed
The OTP seed number t for the tth authentication (current seed)
The OTP number t for the tth authentication
The nested hashing progress values for the tth authentication
Hashing the seed number tth (st ) by hA (·) for xt times followed by hB (·)
hashing for yt times
Denotes a concatenation operation

3. Review of Authentication Schemes. This section reviews three authentication
schemes, which are composed of four parts: the registration phase, login phase, verification
phase, and password change phase. This section will only focus on the first three phases,
which will be mainly used in their security analyses.
3.1. Wang-Li’s scheme. If user Ui wants to log in to an AS [15], he or she must insert his or her smart card into a card reader and key in his or her identifier, IDi , and
password, P Wi . Then, the smart card generates a random number, r ∈ Z∗q ; computes
Ri = h (IDi ||xs ) , Xi = Ri ⊕ h (IDi ||P Wi ), where xs is held by the authentication server.
It computes t = g r mod p and Vi = Xi ⊕ h (IDi ||P Wi ). Then the smart card computes
Wi = h (Vi ⊕ T ), where T is the current time-stamp; computes s = h (t||Wi ); and sends
a message, C1 = {IDi , t, s, T }, to the AS. Upon receiving the authentication request
message, C1 , the remote system and smart card perform the following steps for mutual
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authentication between the user and remote system. Let T 0 be the time that the system
receives C1 . The AS compares T and T 0 . If the diﬀerence between T and T 0 is within a
valid time interval, ∆T , C1 is considered to be a valid message. The system computes
Vi0 = h (IDi ||xs ), as well as Wi0 = h (Vi0 ⊕ T ). The system compares h (t||Wi0 ) with s. If
they are equal, then the system validates the login call and proceeds to the next step;
otherwise, it rejects the login request. The system picks a random number, r̄ ∈ Z∗q , and
computes the session key, k = tr̄ mod p. The system acquires the current time-stamp,
T 00 , and computes w = h (Vi0 ⊕ T 00 ), u = g r̄ mod p, v = h (u||w). The system sends back
the message C2 = {u, v, T 00 } to Ui . Upon receiving the message {u, v, T 00 }, the smart card
verifies the validity of the time interval between T 00 and the current time-stamp, T 000 , and
then computes W 0 = h (Vi ⊕ T 00 ). If v = h (u||w0 ), the mutual authentication is complete.
Then, k = g r̄r mod p is used as the session key between the user, Ui , and the remote
system. Figure 1 present Wang-Li’s Scheme.
3.2. Wang-Liu-Xiao-Dan’s scheme. In the user registration phase, Ui submits IDi to
AS via a secure channel. Then, AS computes Ni = h (P Wi ) ⊕ h (x) ⊕ IDi , where P Wi is
chosen by AS, and personalizes a smart card, SMi stored in the parameters {h(.), Ni , y}.
AS sends SMi and P Wi to Ui via a secure channel. Figure 2 introduces the login and

Figure 1. Wang-Li’s user authentication scheme
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verification phases of Wang-Liu-Xiao-Dan’s scheme [16]. Wang et al. stated that their
scheme could make the security and secrecy of the password stronger by using a scheme
where a password is chosen by the server and transmitted to the user to reduce the
possibility of weak-password-selection.

Figure 2. Wang-Liu-Xiao-Dan’s user authentication scheme
3.3. Kim-Chung’s scheme. Kim-Chung’s scheme also has the merit that the server
does not need to maintain a verification table [17]. They quarreled that their scheme
can oﬀer some useful features, including the early detection of an incorrect password,
prevention of password leak, and so on. In the user registration phase, Ui submits IDi
and P Wi to AS via a secure channel. Then, AS computes K1 = h (IDi ⊕ x)⊕N , where N
is a random number unique to user Ui , K2 = h (IDi ⊕ x ⊕ N ) ⊕ h (P Wi ⊕ h (P Wi )), and
R = K1 ⊕ h (P Wi ) and personalizes a smart card, SMi , stored in the secure parameters
{K1 , K2 , R, h (·)} AS sends SMi to Ui via a secure channel. Figure 3 presents the login
and verification phases of Kim-Chung’s scheme.
4. Security Flaws in the Previous Authentication Schemes. In this section, we
are going to show that the previously presented schemes are vulnerable to some attacks.
For their security analyses, we use the same assumption as Kim-Chung’s scheme that all
existing smart cards are vulnerable because the secret values stored in a smart card could
be extracted by monitoring its power consumption.
4.1. Reflection attack. We consider the scenario of a reflection attack [18] on WangLi’s scheme. In the login phase, if attacker Ua has intercepted and blocked a message
transmitted, i.e., C1 = {IDi , t, s, T }, he or she can impersonate the remote system and
send C2 = {u, v, T 00 } to Ui of the authentication phase, where u = t, v = s, and T 00 = T
is the current timestamp. Upon receiving the first item of the received message, i.e., T 00 ,
Ui will compute w0 = h (h (Vi ⊕ T 00 )). Ui will be fooled into believing that the attacker
is the legal remote system. Because Ui cannot actually authenticate the remote system’s
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Figure 3. Kim-Chung’s user authentication scheme
identity, Wang-Li’s authentication scheme fails to provide mutual authentication as the
authors claim.
4.2. Masquerade attack. We next consider the scenario of a masquerade attack on
Wang-Liu-Xiao-Dan’s scheme. The adversary can masquerade as any legal user, as follows.
He (or she) just selects two random numbers, P and I, as Ui ’s password and falsified
identification, and computes a new Ni0 = h (P )⊕h (x)⊕I for Ui . After that, the adversary
can forge a login request by Ui by computing CIDi = h (P )⊕h (Ni0 ⊕ y ⊕ T1 )⊕I, where T1
is the timestamp at the adversary’s attack, and sends a message, {I, CID, Ni0 , T1 }, to Sj .
Then, the message can pass the server’s verification phase because the used timestamp,
T1 , would successfully pass the check T2 − T1 ≤ ∆T and I would be matched with IDi0
computed by Sj , which would be derived by IDi0 = Ni0 ⊕ h (x) ⊕ h (P )0 . Thereby, Sj will
accept the adversary’s login request.
4.3. Password guessing attack. We consider the scenario of a masquerade attack on
Kim-Chung’s scheme. In the registration phase, the server, Sj , stores {K1 , K2 , R, h (·)}
into the smart card, SMi , of Ui . If an adversary has got the smart card, SMi , and
extracted the secret values from it, he (or she) can easily figure out Ui ’s password by performing an oﬀ-line password guessing attack as follows. The adversary picks a candidate
password, P , computes h (P ) and C10 = K1 ⊕ h (P ), and checks whether C10 is equal to
K2 . A match indicates a correct guess of the password only if the used hash function is
really collision free. However, if it is not, the attacker needs an additional verifier to check
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the guessed password, which is one value from one of the previous login messages of Ui .
However, it is not diﬃcult to get the information because of using an insecure channel.
An additional verification could be processed by computing C20 = K2 ⊕ h (P ⊕ h (P )) and
checking whether C20 is equal to C2 in the previous message. A match indicates the success
of the oﬄine password guessing. Then, the adversary could impersonate the user, Ui , of
the smart card, SMi .

5. Proposed Remote User Authentication Algorithm. In this section, we propose
a new remote user authentication scheme that eliminates the security flaws described in
the previous sections, as well as dispensing with time stamping. Figure 4 illustrates the
proposed remote user authentication scheme. To resist such attacks, the proposed login
and authentication phases are performed as follows.

Figure 4. Proposed user authentication scheme
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We consider the registration stage to be established manually between Ui and AS. The
establishment of the algorithms and seeds requires manual intervention, e.g., Ui should
go personally to the AS administrator to establish the system.
5.1. Registration phase. The user gets the two diﬀerent hash functions established on
otp
his token plus two diﬀerent seeds, hA (·), hB (·), sauth
2t−1 , and s2t−1 , which are also installed
on his token. Moreover, he chooses p, q and g, where p is a large prime number with bit
size 1024, q is a prime divisor of (p − 1) with size 160-bit, and g is an element of order q
in the Galois field, GF (p). The bit size of the output of hA (·) and hB (·) is |q|. To ensure
that the information is completely shared with the service provider, these two seeds are
produced by the shared and unique parameters of the host and user.
5.2. Login and authentication phase. For the first time of the authentication process, after being prompted (for (his ID
the following vector,
i , the user sends
))i and P Wuser
y2t−1 ( x2t−1 ( otp ))
Vtuser = (x2t−1 , y2t−1 ) ⊕ hB hA sauth
and
otp
=
h
h
s2t−1 . The user
2t−1 (
2t−1
B
A
( auth )
x2t−1 ( otp ))
auth
updates s2t = hA s2t−1 , otp2t = hA
s2t−1 ( . Upon
the receipt of Vtuser and
(
))
otp2t the AS can extract (x2t−1 , y2t−1 ) = Vtuser ⊕ hB hA sauth
and calculate otp2t−1 =
2t−1
?
y2t−1 ( x2t−1 ( otp ))
otpuser
otp
hB
hA
s2t−1 and after that check that g 2t−1 = g 2t−1 . Unless positive results
are obtained, the
process fails. (Otherwise,
the AS calculates Vtserver =
( authentication
( auth ))
(
))
y
otp
x
2t
(x2t , y2t ) ⊕ hB hA s2t
and otpserver
= hB hA2t s2t
and sends them to Ui , who
2t
server

?

checks g otp2t
= g otp2t . Upon confirmation, both AS and Ui will calculate the shared
session Key, κ = g otp2t−1 ·otp2t mod p.
6. Numerical Illustration. In this section we need to present a practical and convincing
model to address the practical use of our theoretical results. In the stage of registration
we need to agree on the following:
p is a prime number of 1024 bit length:
<113832011549867329696708833974581573235126635938227811759517696593165356147
82691974391948685781004246800118005904093581740856880628343600455460275711081
60976201540455935672404773950759820312104862511615164518528031444275006628969
16250179100355674090412962583446775900344881083408860642460162314859177630883
101>.
q is a prime number of typically 160 bits with q| (p − 1):
<871171773626971368137989833740146907250185681957>
p−1
g is a generator of Z∗p , g = k q mod p at k is any integer with 1 < k < p − 1, k = 2:
<105161432990682464142076827632386108899592081258027731338299554880702187057
53565577647290249067188944054047765265193506268354438598167199147022765557888
14378025204098672165038530394569045966871314776061689417208490858952522528659
32869445426771502940668430093613381950916580481429897803573439583386359899053
596>.
hA (·) and hB (·) are presented by SHA-1 and MD5 in order, also sauth and sotp take the
following initial values <123456789> and <987654321>.
In the step of login and authentication, in the earliest authentication round t = 1,
the remote user generates
, y1))
), randomly, to be <243> and <521>, also calculates
( 1auth
( (x
user
= <210058283814880835179777629747971242422>,
= (x1 , y1 ) ⊕ hB hA s1
V1
243
= h521
<210058283814880835179777629747971242828>. Also, he calculates otpuser
1
B (hA
ser
otpU
1
(sotp
mod p <2772
1 )) = <225521356074620219945945908103201857766>, as well as g
36838832728665090522693460379626770771240217504817818222339945512929827274225
75394292336630159942754375841689108975869557244057430458570948977496067707784
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11428127778748756281064767340018724945679911649597354954165041895416284559773
6465793230985623610191429056370738770080599545117666377599715016534013795>.
(
)
Seeds updating is going as the following; sauth
= hA sauth
= <125774015187388007656
2
1
( 243 ( otp ))
otp
107797221411607686351282942>, s2 = hA s1
= <727086306257298935974929352
645843630103387620287>.
user
In the verification phase, the user transfers g otp1 , V1user , calculated above, to his remote
server to let it calculate the challenges values (x1 , y1 ) to obtain otpSerevr
and consequently
1
?
otpSerevr
otpuser
otpServer
1
1
1
= g
, the authentication server
g
mod p. Upon the validity check of g
starts generating two uniformly distributed
random
values
(x
,
2 y2 ) = <359> and <434>,
( ( auth ))
server
= (x2 , y2 )⊕hB hA s2
and then calculates V1
= <127823686367185312175428045
359
796710836843>, <127823686367185312175428045796710836926> and otpServer
= h434
2
B (hA
otp
otpServer
(s2 )) = <264796102732857081515780450562152443660>, and consequently g 2
mod
p = <613538641832168849153238326656386078983912171573716904315833194195811419
63286595810062486015657186205477107586338201393499325751609768806598529268660
96911376263667105799836105846043275698169578638944341874002895760687600077948
57799034626089054547865882640112629254652020196738766050147275231222721357824
Server
56623>. Now, the authentication server responds to remote user with V1Server and g otp2
.
Serevr
otpSerevr
2
This allows the user to extract (x2 , y2 ) to reach otp2
and consequently g
mod p.
ser ?
Server
otpU
otp
Upon the validity check of g 2 = g 2
, both user and server calculate the shared
otp1 ·otp2
session key of κ1 = g
mod p = <68246021157114473074633395601168628754235911
92756562958632878842388863503874852594694292256390811629032193863724607358569
42191446849274011333943615148742082028907847209572383096281134898147573027675
92568912530680482022150318964311215161139227887702351794960057225364624145804
776935914478094419804233819174373>.
The second hash function hB allowed us to go in the forward direction by protecting
the hA produced chain. Also, it is not admissible for (x2t−1 , y2t−1 ) to be equal to zero.
7. Security Analysis. Naturally, the proposed scheme can resist an oﬀ-line guessing attack because it uses strong passwords with strong hash functions. Moreover, the gaining
of unauthorized access by replaying reusable passwords is restricted by encoding passwords, which are used once. In this section, we will briefly give a security assessment of
our proposed scheme.
7.1. Pre-play attack. Unless the challenge is protected, a type of “suppress-replay attack” (known as a “pre-play attack”) becomes possible [2]. Consider that an intruder, E,
who is able to predict the next challenge, wishes to impersonate AS to Ui . E takes the
AS role, by impersonating it to Ui . The challenge sent by Ui is memorized by E. Then,
at some future time, E can impersonate Ui to AS, using this memorized response. Our
proposal allows the challenges to be unpredictable uniformly distributed values of xt and
yt . If we suppose that xt and yt can take one value of forward m values, the probability
of successfully guessing a challenge will be the joint probability of xt and yt , which is
equal to 1/m2 . We can refer to this property as the ability to resist predictable attacks.
The restriction of transferring password information in just one direction, from user to
host, also increases the robustness against this type of attack. The two exchanged vectors
between user and host are transferred in a cipher format.
7.2. Non-repudiation attack. To prevent a non-repudiation attack, the user and AS
have to update sauth and sotp twice per session. Hence, the user updating will be used
as the host’s next verifier, and vice versa, so that any unauthorized modification of the
exchanged vectors will be detected by the authentication partners.
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7.3. Forgery attack. To mount a forgery attack on the proposed scheme, an adversary
user
must generate an authentication message corresponding to the given g otp2t−1 , Vtuser vectors.
Because the adversary does not know sauth and sotp , he cannot correctly update the seeds
nor correctly produce session OT P s that will be accepted by the communicating parties.
Hence, the proposed scheme can resist the forgery attack.
7.4. Insider attack. If an AS insider tries to impersonate the user to access other hosts
using the shared Session Key, κ = g otp2t−1 ·otp2t mod p between them, s/he will not be able
to do so because the cooperation of the OTPs’ seed fabrication between this user and the
diﬀerent hosts is strong. Furthermore, as the OTP production, using two diﬀerent types
of strong hashes, hA (·) and hB (·), is strong, the host insider cannot derive those OTPs by
performing an oﬀ-line guessing attack on what he has received.
7.5. Small challenge attack. Attacks based on sending small challenges by intruders
who impersonate the communication host only aﬀect the backward hash chains’ OTPs.
Our scheme uses forward hashing techniques, which eliminates this type of attack completely.
7.6. Mutual authentication. The AS is authenticated to Ui by checking the equality
user ?
server ?
of g otp2t−1 = g otp2t−1 and the user is also authenticated to the host by verifying g otp2t
=
otp2t
g
. This confirms the occurrence of the two-way authentication.
7.7. Known key security. The protocol provides known-key security. Hence, each run
of the protocol between two principal Ui and AS should produce a unique session key,
which depends on otp2t and otp2t−1 . Even if an adversary has learned some other session
keys, he cannot predict a new otp2t nor a new otp2t−1 . Therefore, the protocol still achieves
its goal in the face of the adversary.
7.8. Small subgroup attack. One way to avoid a small subgroup attack [19] is to make
G a Z∗p subgroup of a prime order, q. This is done by choosing g, a subgroup generator,
to have a prime order q. In this case, the only proper subgroup of G consists of a single
identity element. Moreover, the provided key confirmation property has the responsibility
to notify the principals of this type of attack. Hence, the shared secret will be equal to
κw 6= κ, at w = (p − 1)/r, where r is a small factor of (p − 1).
7.9. Implicit key authentication. An authentication protocol is said to provide implicit key authentication (of Ui to AS) if the AS is assured that no other entity aside from
a specifically identified Ui can learn the value of a particular secret key. Any modification of the exchanged messaged cannot be recovered by an intruder. Hence, the random
challenges values are only known to the challenger, and sauth and sotp are only known by
the communicating parties.
7.10. Key confirmation. The assurance of the rightful participants in a key-establishment protocol is that the intended recipient of the shared key actually possesses the shared
user ?
server ?
= g otp2t and g otp2t−1 = g otp2t−1 have the responsibility of
key. The two checks of g otp2t
providing this key confirmation.
7.11. Explicit key authentication. If both implicit key authentication and key confirmation (of Ui to AS) are provided, the key establishment is said to provide explicit key
authentication (EKA) (of Ui to AS). A key agreement that provides explicit key authentication to both principals is called authenticated key agreement with key confirmation
(AKC) protocol.
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7.12. Key control. Neither of the principles must be able to force the key to be any
chosen value; otherwise one party could force the use of an old key. One potential benefit
is that each principle does not have to rely on any other party to generate appropriate
keys. As long as neither party is malicious, it can often be guaranteed that the session
key is suﬃciently random inputs by the utilization of random and uniformly distributed
values (x, y). A related benefit is that the principals can often be sure that the session
key is fresh by ensuring that their own input is fresh.
7.13. Key freshness. The derived session key is fresh, as opposed to the reuse of old
keying material. This is to be done by maintaining the randomization of the generated
otp and consequently the generated session key κ = g otp2t−1 ·otp2t mod p.
8. Performance Analysis. To compare the performances of our scheme and the other
schemes we should consider the computational cost for each one, by counting the number of
Hash and Exponential operations for the tth login with respect to the chain algorithm from
the user side, Ui . The hash computation costs of the proposed scheme in the registration,
login, and authentication phases are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of our scheme and its related schemes in terms of
computational costs
Proposed Scheme
U
AS
i
(
)
2 + x2t−1
Hash
+y2t−1
Login Phase
–
+1Xor + 1Exp


(
)
4 + x2t−1
2 + x2t
 Hash
Hash  +x2t +
Verification
+y2t
y2t−1 + y2t
Phase
+1Xor
+2Xor
+1Exp
+2Exp
(
)
(
)
Communication
160+
160+
bits
bits
Costs
1024
1024
Time Stamping
NOT-required
Wang-Liu-Dan’s Scheme
Ui
AS
Login Phase
Verification
Phase
Communication
Costs
Time Stamping

4Xor + 2Hash

–

2Xor + 2Hash

8Xor + 3Hash

–

–
Required

Kim-Chung’s Scheme
Ui
AS
4Xor
+3Hash

–

3Xor
+1Hash

9Xor
+3Hash

–

–

Required
Wang-Li’s Scheme
Ui
AS
1Exp + 3Hash
–
+1Xor
1Exp
2Exp
( +2Hash
)
( +5Hash
)
160+
160+
bits
bits
1024
1024
Required

Note that Exp denotes Exponentiation operations, (⊕) stands for an operation of
exclusive-or, and Hash means Cryptographic hash operations. It is clear that our scheme’s
computation cost Hashes of the login and verification phases are increased by the random
and uniformly distributed values (x, y). This is the payment for removing time stamping
and time synchronization. An authentication mechanism that uses time-stamping [14]
requires time synchronization capability for a certain reference between the Ui and AS,
which is not easy to apply in many applications. All of the algorithms that have previously
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been discussed need accurate time synchronization to achieve a reliable time-stamping in
the login and the authentication process. However, our proposed algorithm does not need
any time synchronization to prevent the clock un-synchronization problem. Although
our proposed protocol additionally needs (x, y) hash function operations to complete the
whole authentication procedure, our scheme is eﬃcient. This is because only lightweight
operation modules such as a one-way hash function and exclusive-or operation are required. In Borst et al., [20] the authors showed that there are ways to implement a
suﬃciently fast hash function on a smart card to perform authentication and other access
control mechanisms.
9. Conclusions. Identifying remote users as legal or illegal is a key issue in network security. This study proposed a remote user authentication scheme using two-nested-one-way
hash functions and the discrete logarithm problem. The proposed authentication scheme
is diﬀerent from other such schemes in avoiding the need for time stamping and consequently time synchronization. Because our proposed algorithm mainly uses the one-way
hash function in the login and authentication processes, thus the problems associated with
the cost of computation can be avoided. A detailed security analysis was also performed
that covered many types of attacks that could influence our scheme. The proposed scheme
not only provides mutual authentication between the user and server, but also establishes
a common session key to provide message confidentiality. Future research will apply the
proposed scheme to more complex user authentication environments with smart cards
such as a multi-server environment with a single user in which clients can be remotely
authenticated once and access multiple servers at diﬀerent locations as many times as
they want.
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